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ORDER APPLICATION FORM 
OAKIE DOAKIE DICE STORE DISPLAYS (ODD-SD)

Dice to meet you!
We are excited to introduce you to our new Oakie Doakie Dice displays. The displays are designed to showcase the complete range 
and features of Oakie Doakie Dice perfectly in your store.

Our goal is to offer an effective way for you to optimize the consumer experience for your customers through these outstanding 
point-of-sale displays. We are confident that these displays will drive up your sales significantly.

You can choose between the smaller counter top display which provides a smaller selection of dice and the tall floor display which 
enables you to give the customer an overview of nearly the whole assortment. 

We can offer four different content options for the displays, tailored to your personal needs:

1. Do-it-yourself!
For the counter top display, we ask you to make an order of at least U$D 300.00(net value) worth of 
dice. For the floor display it’s at least U$D 900.00 (net value).

2. RPG mix
This display contains a mix of colorful RPG dice.

3. Trading Card Game mix
This display contains a mix of different D6 dice (12 mm & 16 mm).

4. Gamer mix
This display contains a combination of RPG dice & D6 dice (12 mm & 16 mm).

For more detailed information about the content of options 2-4, please check out the attached content lists. Please note that these 
lists have been created as fix sets of dice which cannot be altered. The fill list provide a comprehensive "care-free package“ for 
filling up the displays with a nice selection of dice. Each selection includes the right number of dice to fill up the display. 

Looking forward to your reply. Feel free to contact us anytime if you have questions! 

All the best,

André Guzman
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53 cm 53 cm

168 cm

Products not included. All displays come with sufficient display hooks, shelves, accessories and installation manual. Digital rendering shown, products may differ slightly in shape and color.

counter top display  tall floor display

ORDER APPLICATION FORM 
OAKIE DOAKIE DICE STORE DISPLAYS (ODD-SD)

Please select your favored display 
If you need more than one module (e.g. for several stores) please contact your Distributor.

53.5 cm

30 cm 30 cm
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ORDER APPLICATION FORM 
OAKIE DOAKIE DICE STORE DISPLAYS (ODD-SD)

1. The ODD-SD will only be provided to vendors, who place an order above U$D 300.00 net 
(counter top display) or U$D 900.00 net (tall floor display).

2. The ODD-SD is an item on loan and remains property of Oakie Doakie Dice® (heo GmbH) for an unlimited period, it cannot be sold or moved to 
another location by the Retail Partner (RP). It is strictly prohibited to display other than official Oakie Doakie Dice® items in the ODD-SD. 

3. During usage, the RP is at any time responsible for the ODD-SD and accepts to keep the ODD-SD in a well maintained and functional state. 
This includes a filling capacity of not less than 80% during the time of usage.

4. RP agrees to provide to Oakie Doakie Dice® high-resolution pictures of the ODD-SD any time requested by Oakie Doakie Dice®.
RP agrees to report damages and malfunctions by e-mail no later than one week after occurrence.

5. Any modifications to the ODD-SD are prohibited and require written permission of Oakie Doakie Dice® (info@oakiedoakiedice.com).

6. Oakie Doakie Dice® can take back the ODD-SD with a 15 days prior written notice.

7. The ODD-SD must be setup in no other place than previously agreed. Any changes need to be communicated in written form.

8. As part of the contract Oakie Doakie Dice® reserves the right to publish the name, address, country of origin, phone number, E-Mail address 
and/or ODD website's Store Locator. We want to offer potential customers a better service in context of find-ability of stores which carry 
ODD. Please send your store's logo to your Distributor along with this form. For further information about data privacy please check: 
https://oakiedoakiedice.com/en/p/data-privacy-statement.

ORDER FORM
Please complete this form and send it back to your Distributor in order to apply for a membership of the ODD-SD-program.

TERMS & CONDITIONS

Store Name:

Street:

ZIP:

City:

Contact person:

Country:

E-mail:

Phone:

Number of employees:

Which lines sell well for you:

D6 Dices 16 mmRPG-SetD6 Dices 12 mm

I chose dice package:

Gamer mixRPG mixDo-it-yourself

Trading Card Game mix

I herewith accept the terms and conditions and bindingly apply  
for the ODD-SD program:

Date, Signature Company Stamp
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